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Appendix: Bodleian Libraries Digital Preservation Services Profile
The following Bodleian Libraries’ services include digital preservation and continued access as part of

their remit. The Bodleian Libraries are committed to retaining copies of the data and files stored in these

services. Preservation actions such as migration to new formats will be carried out if necessary and if in

line with each service’s policy.

Service URL Types of content

BEAM
Bodleian
Electronic
Archives &
Manuscripts

http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/beam/ Born-digital materials from a range of archival
collections and including:

 Personal archives of individuals
prominent in fields such as literature,
medicine and politics.

 Archives of third-party organisations,
including the Conservative Party and
Oxfam.

 Archives of University clubs and
societies.

 University archives (administrative
records)

 The Library’s own born-digital records,
where these have been selected for
permanent preservation.

Also includes digitised resources from archive
collections, including audio and video materials.

Digital.Bodleian http://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ Digitised images – surrogates for physical items
from Oxford or external affiliated collections,
created to enhance access to the Library’s
historic Special Collections.

ORA
Oxford University
Research Archive

http://ora.ox.ac.uk/ Digital copies of research publications from the
University of Oxford. Text-like, publication-like
and grey literature research output including:

 articles

 conference papers

 posters

 reports

 books and book sections

 working and discussion papers

 Oxford digital theses

DataBank [In development]
http://databank.ora.ox.ac.uk/

Digital data produced by Oxford scholars as a
result of academic research. Non-prose items.
Data might be in any of the following forms:

 numerical

 audio

 image (still and moving)

 text corpus

 software (see Software Store)
Data may be collated and organised as:

 spreadsheets

 databases

 collections of files (eg images)
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 other type of collated and organised
data

Data might be raw data, or the data may have
been manipulated or processed in some way.
Data in DataBank is publishable, citeable and/or
to be archived for some time.

[DataFinder] [In development]
Expected for release late Spring 2013.

A catalogue of research data produced by Oxford
researchers. Metadata will be ingested from a
wide range of sources.

[Software Store] [In development] Temporary demo
site at
http://softwarestore.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
/

Software produced as a result of Oxford
academic research. Based on DataBank.
Documentation and licences are stored with
software.

dBooks Discoverable via SOLO
[also accessible via certain dedicated
web sites]

The collection of 350,000 items digitized in
collaboration with Google. Other full-text
collections are available (e.g. EEBO-TCP),
currently via stand-alone websites; all full-text
materials should be discoverable via SOLO.

Bodleian
Libraries' Web
Archive

http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/beam/
webarchive

An effort to preserve harvested snapshots of web
sites for future generations. Currently the Library
uses the Archive-It service from the Internet
Archive for this purpose. The Bodleian Libraries
currently collect under the following broad areas:

 Arts and humanities

 International

 Social Sciences

 Science, Medicine and Technology

 University of Oxford and Oxford Colleges

[Researcher data
store]

[In development] Data are available
via API. A searchable and visible form
is available at
http://research.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/

Data about Oxford research which includes
research activities, people, projects, funders,
affiliation (eg academic unit), publications and
software produced as part of research.

Bodleian
Libraries’ hosting

[Accessible via dedicated urls hosted
on the DAMS]

Complex online resources which continue to be
actively accessed and updated. These require
basic content preservation and ongoing hosting.

Assets held on behalf of the Library

Paid-for
materials

Collections available at
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/eresour
ces

Includes items paid for as one-off purchases and
on subscription.
E-journals, e-books and databases (subscription)
E-journals e-books and databases (backfiles)
Preservation services include: LOCKSS, CLOCKSS,
Portico, Electronic Legal Deposit.

Electronic Legal
Deposit (eLD)

Digital materials collected through eLD
are accessible on-site at the Legal
Deposit Libraries. With the exception
of websites archived under eLD, items
are discoverable via SOLO.

Under Legal Deposit legislation, the Bodleian
Libraries have been entitled to receive a copy of
every item published in print in the UK since
1662. From April 2013 new legislation came into
force allowing the Bodleian, and other Legal
Deposit Libraries in the UK and Ireland, to collect
electronic books, articles, web pages and other
electronic documents published in the UK. The
Bodleian Libraries refers to this new material as
Electronic Legal Deposit (eLD).


